
21 TIPS  
For Good Social Media Marketing



Join the social media revolution!
There’s no doubt that social media has completely changed the landscape for marketers the world over. It’s 
a genuinely cost-effective marketing medium that helps you engage with a community, build your brand and 
establish yourself as an authority in your industry. Used correctly, social media can give you incredible reach, 
making it easy to interact with prospective customers on a huge scale, whether they are on the other side of 
the world or just down the street.
The beauty of social media as a marketing medium is its responsiveness. It lets you engage with your 
community and talk directly with your customers so you can build relationships that go way beyond a 
normal transaction, increasing loyalty and retention. Social media also makes it very easy for your satisfied 
customers to become advocates of your business, which is particularly important for mortgage brokering 
businesses that tend to depend on referrals to generate new leads and grow.
Building a social media network that provides real value for your business will take some effort, but before 
long you’ll realise that it’s worth your time. This eBook focuses on helping you get started, giving you the 
tips, tricks and tools you need to begin to establish your social media presence and then start to improve it. 



Rules of engagement
ESTABLISH A PRESENCE
The whole point of social media is to facilitate communication between people. It’s all about neworking and building 
relationships, and that entails getting people to like you and introduce you to their friends. Whether people like you or 
not often depends on how you look, how you talk with them and how you behave - and social media is no different. 
When setting up your social media pages, it’s important to bear these aspects in mind. Make sure that your pages 
showcase you as a business person who is educated, professional and authoritative - but above all, human and 
friendly. Highlight the unique selling points of your business and include feature benefit descriptions of what’s on offer. 
But remember, don’t cut yourself off from your audience as a person by keeping it strictly about your business, make 
sure that you come across as being approachable.

Ask your best clients to make comments about your 
expertise, professionalism and service standards as 

these will help to generate new leads.

Don’t be shy about asking all of your 
clients to follow you on social media.
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FREQUENCY IS IMPORTANT
There is no hard and fast rule on how often you should make posts on your social media pages. It all depends 
on your audience’s appetite for what you have to say. That said, it is vitally important that your social media 
pages receive your attention on a regular basis. Familiarity builds trust – and if your customers and prospects 
visit your pages and you haven’t posted for a while, it will look like nobody’s home and you don’t care about 
what’s going on with them. 
If you’re strapped for time – and mortgage brokers always are – it’s a good idea to start off with just a few 
social media sites. We recommend you start off by posting at least 3 times a week and build your frequency 
from there.

Create a posting schedule and 
plan posts ahead of time.

Don’t overwhelm your audience 
with too many posts.
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WHAT TO POST
Your social media followers should be excited to read your content and find out what you have to say. 
Many people make the mistake of making posts that are not relevant or interesting to their audience, or 
just plain boring. 
It’s also very important that you don’t look as if you are posting just for the sake of it. Make sure your posts 
are of real use to your audience. Sharing valuable information will enhance your image as an expert and 
help you gain respect as a professional.
As a mortgage broker, you can also achieve a lot by staying up to date with current industry events that 
are important to your customer’s financial well-being and by making commentary that showcases your 
expertise. Give generously of your experience and knowledge so your followers become familiar with you 
and that way you’ll stay top of mind when they need your services. Care about your customer’s problems 
and solve them whenever you get the chance and you’ll become a trusted adviser. 

Try not to be too straight laced all 
the time, this can get boring.

Think about what interests your 
clients and talk to their needs.

If you can be entertaining or 
funny, then go right ahead.
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INTERACT AND RESPOND
Engagement with your audience is what drives business. When people respond to your posts, it’s vital to interact 
with them and show that you’re paying attention. Respond to comments, likes and tweets as often as you can. 
When you are just starting up your social media pages, it is particularly important that you respond frequently 
and answer all questions. If there are negative comments, don’t ignore them – find a way to turn them into an 
opportunity to have a positive conversation.
You can also encourage people to engage with you by asking questions or soliciting opinions from them. As 
mentioned earlier, becoming a problem solver is a great way to make yourself popular, so try sharing your 
customer’s problems and ask for suggestions for solutions if they are outside your immediate expertise. If 
someone responds to one of your posts with a suggestion, engage with them and take the conversation further.
Another way to encourage engagement is to ask your audience for their help. Perhaps your business is involved 
with a community project or a charity, or maybe you’re conducting feedback surveys for your business. You’ll be 
surprised how many people will want to get involved. 

Look for Twitter chats that are 
relevant to your business and 

dive in.

Make comments on other 
people’s posts, important 
news items and issues.

Jump into other people’s 
conversations when relevant.
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USE GREAT PICTURES AND VISUALS
Photos are one of the main ways that people share their experiences and they are an important tool on your 
social media pages. They are a universal language that everyone understands and can be very effective in 
supporting your business and personal image, as well as your brand. 
Visual posts are easy to share online and tend to be very effective in driving engagement. In fact, according to 
Facebook, posts with photos have the highest user engagement than any other post.  And it’s certainly true 
that the better the photo, the more attention your post will get. 
Articles with images are also more effective at engaging your audience – they get 94% more total views than 
articles that appear with just text alone. However, the quality of pictures you use is important. If you’re not 
much of a photographer, you can purchase them from any reputable photographic stock-house online.

Always use quality 
pictures that reflect your 

professionalism. 

Boring photos, or low 
quality images can be 

detrimental.

Good news always travels faster 
and funny photos can often 
generate their own following.

Tips

Source: http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/visual-content-marketing-strategy



BE CONSISTENT ABOUT BRANDING AND VOICE
Your company brand represents your promise to your customers. It conveys your values, your objectives, your purpose 
and more. Small businesses often don’t spend as much time and money on developing a brand in the marketplace as 
big corporations, but using a consistent voice and professional representation of your company colours and logo on 
your social media is important to your business identity and image. 
Write some guidelines that will help you to promote a consistent image and voice for your company and that will help to 
consistently promote your professionalism. This is especially important if you plan to have other staff members helping 
you to maintain your social media pages. 

Tips
To create your brand guidelines for your social media 
pages, ask yourself:

• What is our brand voice and personality?
• What do we stand for and what do we represent?
• What is our value proposition and how are we different?
• What visual branding elements will we use and how?



AVOID TOO MUCH OBVIOUS MARKETING
A common mistake mortgage brokers make with social media is to limit their posts to interest rates, 
promotional updates, special offers and general advertising for their business. If this is all your audience gets 
from you, they will turn off pretty quickly.  
It’s true that the occasional offer will get great results providing it is genuinely valuable, and has wide appeal. 
But the real value of social media is to get you and your business known, to generate trust and drive 
engagement that consistently returns repeat customers and new leads to your business and website. 

Always look for ways 
to add value.

Avoid constantly posting home 
loan rate offers and nothing else.

Suggest ways your customers 
can save money, grab a 

bargain or make life easier.
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TRACK, MEASURE AND QUANTIFY
Each social media site will provide you with ways to track, measure 
and quantify your efforts. Take the time to learn how to use these 
effectively and figure out what works for your audience. For ex-
ample, Facebook provides Page Insights which lets you measure 
which posts are most successful. This allows you to figure out why 
your audience likes a particular post, comment or conversation so 
you can produce similar content in future that will also be successful.
There are also various tools and apps that you can use to measure 
your efforts. As these are for more advanced users, we won’t 
mention them here but you can find out more online.

• Be sure to track the number of leads generated by your various social media pages. 
• Keep a good record of how many of these are converted into customers.
• Identify which social media platforms are working best for you so you can devote 

more time and perhaps some money, on making them work even better.
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3 free ways to get more people to like you
That most mortgage brokers are usually very busy, goes without saying. Marketing across all the available social media 
platforms can take up a lot of your valuable time, for minimal results. We recommend that initially, you limit your social 
media marketing efforts to the sites that are the most used in Australia, and these are Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.
Getting people to like you on social media is the key to success. As mentioned earlier, setting up your pages correctly and 
using great content that engages your audience is the place to begin. However, when you’re just getting started, it takes 
time for your audience numbers to build up and this can be a little frustrating. Here’s a few tips on ways to make your 
audience grow more quickly.  

CREATE A FOLLOWING STRATEGY
A great way to get likes on Facebook and grow your number of followers on Twitter is to like and follow people yourself. 
Think about people or other industry and business professionals who are relevant to your business and your client’s 
interests. Try and choose people or brands who are creating great content relevant to your customers, like home decor, 
buying a property etc.
The idea is that you actively engage with these professionals so they like and follow you back, sharing their audience with 
you. It is important that you engage with them one-on-one and take the time to have relevant conversations with them that 
other people will take an interest in, like and share.   
Once you find some good people to like and follow, look at the lists they’re on then like and follow those people as well as 
the people who follow them directly. This will help to expand your reach and grow your audience numbers more quickly.

WHO TO FOLLOW:
• Your customers
• Referral partners
• Relevant professionals
• Local businesses



USE SOCIAL MEDIA BUTTONS 
If you want people to like and follow you, then you need to make it super easy. You can do this by 
placing social media icons, like and follow buttons on all of your business collateral such as your 
website, blog page, email signatures and newsletters. In fact, you should use your social media 
buttons absolutely everywhere you can. Make it even easier by displaying your buttons prominently. 
You can also expand your reach by including share buttons. These can be particularly useful on any 
content you may create and will drive new visitors back to your website. Include a share button on 
emails, newsletters, landing pages for your email marketing, all web pages, blog articles and just  
about anything you may post on your social media sites.  

OTHER BUTTONS
• Twitter Mention Button – encourages website visitors to talk with you via Twitter
• Twitter Message Button – helps users connect with you via private Twitter message
• Facebook Like Box – enables you to promote your Facebook page on your website,   

blog and is more prominent than the like icon
• Facebook Send Button – enables users to easily share content with specific friends.



GET CREATIVE WITH HASHTAGS
Hashtags are used in posts and tweets to make it easy for people to find conversations about popular topics or trends. 
Businesses frequently use them to promote events or campaigns. The great thing about using a hashtag in your posts 
is the possibility of them going ‘viral’ and being shared again and again, encouraging thousands of people to join in the 
conversation. 
You can create your own hashtags, or see what hashtags are trending on Facebook and Twitter and make use of them 
if they are relevant to your business. Simply include the hashtag in your post and see what happens. Don’t be tempted 
to use a hashtag simply because it is popular – this will make you look like a spammer and may damage your credibility.

TO GET YOUR HASHTAG TO “TREND” OR BECOME A POPULAR TOPIC: 
• Create a relatable topic that everyone can join in on
• Use keywords that are relevant to your business #CheapHomeLoans
• Ask your friends to help start the conversation and engage their followers
• Time your hashtag campaign when your audience will be online
• Generate buzz with a contest, raffle or giveaway #gobstoppersforthekids



Platform recommendations for mortgage brokers
That most mortgage brokers are usually very busy, goes without saying. Marketing across all the available social 
media platforms can take up a lot of your valuable time, for minimal results. We recommend that initially, you 
limit your social media marketing efforts to the sites that are the most used in Australia, and these are Facebook, 
LinkedIn and Twitter.


